Greetings to everyone. This will be the final newsletter for 2021. I'd say that this has been a transitional
year for the club. We were all basically getting back into the swing of things with the tail end of the Covid
restrictions.
So shows were for the most part back with the exception of the Buggy Builders show. Also we lost the
Hines Cruise but do to rain this time.
Your board had to scramble to put together our Festival as we were turned away from using the Riverside
Park in Ypsilanti. We found a failing Mall in Ann Arbor that was happy to have us put the event on in one
of their large parking lots. The turn out was actually pretty good and helped the club make it through 2021
in a more solvent fashion than we entered.
Financially we are still running a little lean, but your board is working hard to get us on better financial
footing. We are looking to move the show to Frankenmuth for 2022. The reasons are many. It is a more
interesting destination than a mall parking lot for starters. Also there are more available sponsors that
will get on board with us. I am working with VWOA to see if they can partner up with us to put on the
event. We will have to change the date to coincide with Frankenmuth's Bavarian Festival. So the dates
and events I am working on would look like this.... June 10th (yes a Friday) at 6pm as many of us who can
will meet up in Front of Zehnders Resturant, Main Street will be closed to traffic, VWOA would have a full
setup with cars and such, similar to what they had at the Woodward Cruise. Then Saturday the 11th we
would have our actual car show, Most likely at Riverplace so that we can park our cars all over the mall
there with swappers in the back lot. Sunday the 12th there is a parade and we would probably have a few
cars in that probably with some of VWOA's cars. Mind you all of this is in the beginning stages but I feel
this could open a new source of income for the club and would be a much more fun and involved weekend.
You may notice there is no cone race set up for the event. As much fun as it is to set up and hold as part
of the show weekend it will not be part of it at this time. But the race we set up at Arbor Motion was very
fun and a success. I see us setting up multiple races there for 2022 with dates to come as we set up the
year.
Our color tour this year that was hosted by Lynn and Vince Anderson was a success and was a lot of fun.
The turn out was very good. I also had a great time!
We still have a VW tech night at Munks Motors on November 7th as well as our Christmas party, also at
Munks Motors on December 5th.
If you have any events you want to get the club involved in or you want to start an event with the clubs
help (Jan / February Herbie movie marathon anyone??) Let Merrit Collins our Events coordinator know.
Thanks for everyone's support, let's make 2022 a strong come back year!
Dan Pierce Club President.

Events Update, Fourth Quarter 2021
By Merritt Scott Collins

12/05/2021

Annual Christmas Party and Annual Membership Meeting

Munk's Motors 3080 W. Huron St., Waterford.
Please bring a dish to pass
Munk's will provide ham
As always, we welcome new, unwrapped gifts to be donated to Starfish
Family Services.
•
•
•
•

Adventures with
Ally
by

Dan Pierce

Well VW folks, I made it to the end of another year
with Ally, without any major failure!
I just finished the color tour 300 mile gauntlet without
any real issues. Ally is not a fan of tooling around at
35mph so the car did load up with fuel a bit which
made for some cool smoke on acceleration and the
odd backfire at hot start up. I think I need to work on
the tuning for 1800 - 2300 Rpm as it seems to run pretty rich combined with too advanced of timing around
that rpm (I can change timing based on RPM as well
as throttle position setting), which usually ends up
staring with a BANG when warm. I will work on that for
2022.
Not to say that 2021 was without challenges. I replaced a lot of Allys fuel injection wiring. I found that some of the wiring had actually worn the plastic protective covering off of it and was grounding against the body at times. I replaced the bad wiring and installed plastic conduit on the effected areas.
I ran a lot of E85 this summer which is fun and Ally really seems to like it. It really increases the power by
a noticeable amount, and runs cooler. I switched back over to regular high test for the color tour as the
E85 does not store well for winter so it was a good opportunity to burn it all out.
I am getting very close to preparing Ally for winter. So I will refill the tank and add some fuel stabilizer and
then run it for a day to coat all the injectors and such. Don't forget to put dryer sheets in the car to ward
off any mice that want to make their winter home a VW.
As for winter projects. I wish to reconfigure the rear deck lid setup. In the past Ally used to have a bit of a
cooling issue that required extra cool air. So I installed the stand offs to the decklid and went full open, to
the point where the decklid kind of rests on the bumper. Now this had the desired effect and also prompted many on the road to point out that my decklid is open! Since the last motor installation I have noticed
that many of the changes that were made at some expense have made the engine run much cooler. So
cool in fact that the engine usually runs around 150 to 170 which is a bit too cool actually and was effecting oil quality as it was not getting hot enough to burn off condensation and such.
So I will make the decklid a tad more stock looking to button it up a bit. It will also make the back end
more asthetically pleasing. I also have a small oil leak to track down, I think it's a pushrod tube and nothing that I won't be able to fix in one night. Other than that Ally does not really need much. I intend to finish
the installation of the rally computer I picked up last year. The car could use a good cleaning and maybe
some tuning next spring. As always I will utilize my battery disconnect to protect the car from burning to
the ground and then Ally can slumber till I decide to play with it around January as I start to miss the VW
noise and so I usually start it up from time to time when it gets cold.
Everyone have a great winter and soon enough we will be having fun spring events again!
Dan Pierce

Fuelish
Thoughts

from Hagerty Collective Car Care Guide

When it comes to your vintage car, it's critical that you properly maintain its fuel system and use the best-quality gas available.
There are five basic facts you need to know about today's gasoline and how it can affect the proper operation of your vintage car.

•
•
•
•
•

Have Zero Tolerance for Fuel Leaks
Ethanol Can Cause Issues in Older Cars
Gas Has an Expiration Date
Don't Buy Lead Additives; Do Buy Premium Gas
Fuel Pumps Can Die, but You Can Save Them

You should have a zero tolerance for fuel leaks: Gasoline isn't like oil or antifreeze. It's not OK to have a few drops of gas benea5th the car as long as they don't get bigger. If you smell gas, you need to find the leak and fix it before you drive the car
again. Often, it's just the end of a section of rubber fuel line that can if necessary, be trimmed and re-clamped. But if it's from a
rotted metal fuel line or from the rusted seam of a gas tank, then you have some pain and expense ahead of you to fix them properly.
Ethanol in gas is an issue in older cars: Depending on the state or the region, every gallon of gas may contain 10 percent to 15 percent of government-mandated ethanol, an alcohol that is derived mostly from corn. The most common gasoline/ethanol blend is
E10. This refers to a blend of gasoline that has 10 percent ethanol in it and is sold at most gas stations around the country. E15,
which contains 15 percent ethanol, is found in some areas. Corrosion problems are exacerbated in vintage cars that aren't driven
frequently, have steel fuel tanks that can rust, and have tanks that are poorly sealed, either by design or due to degraded or missing
emissions-system components. Moisture-laden air enters the gas tank; the ethanol in the gas absorbs the moisture and creates an
ethanol/water solution that accumulates at the bottom of the tank. The water in the solution then rusts the tank, and a combination of water and corrosion causes rough engine operation due to plugged fuel filters, fuel injectors, or carburetors.
Ethanol can attack rubber fuel lines, seals, gaskets, and older sealant material as well as other soft fuel-system parts such as carburetor floats and diaphragms. If you haven't replaced your original rubber fuel lines with modern ethanol-resistant ones, you should
do so. Rubber lines crack on the inside from fuel and on the outside from age. If you hear the line crack when you flex it, the line is
bad and should be replaced. Fuel lines on German cars are especially critical as their fuel pressures can be as high as 40 psi. These
lines can rot from the inside, and when they develop cracks, they can cause an explosive vapor leak. These lines are not ethanol
safe, so replace them, especially if your car is more than 20 years old. Check clamps by making sure they are tight and not leaking.
Use a screwdriver to tighten them. If they continue leaking, replace them.
You should seek out ethanol-free gas, which is often labeled as "recreational gas" or "rec gas" because it is intended for use in recreational/marine engines that can be dam-aged by ethanol found in other gas blends. Availability varies from state to state. Websites such as Pure-Gas.org and BuyRealGas.com assist in locating ethanol-free fuel.
Gas has an expiration date: Before you store your car for more than a month, it's wise to add fuel stabilizer such as Stabil or Sea
Foam to the tank and then fill it with gas. However, this only pre-vents the gasoline from going "sour." It doesn't alter etha-nol's
water-attracting proper-ties or cause water that has already formed in the gas to magically dissolve. Adding a different alcohol, isopropa-nol (also known as isopropyl alcohol), makes the water soluble in gasoline when used in a ratio of 2 percent by volume of
isopropanol to gas. This helps carry it through the combustion process. As a reference point, Fiat Chrysler forbids use of methanolcontaining fuel additives in its products, so it is important to read the label. For example, HEET brand fuel additive comes in both
methanol and isopropanol formula-tions. Only use the isopropanol version.
It's a good idea to completely fill the gas tank before storage, as this eliminates the air space where condensation can occur as exterior temperatures fluctuate. Take this consid-eration as a justification to use the entire tankful on an extended pleasure drive when
you pull the car out of storage.
Aging gasoline rarely becomes an issue over the course of a month or so, but letting gas sit longer can have undesirable consequences. If you open up the gas tank and catch a whiff of that varnish smell, the gas will need to be drained. As gasoline sits longer,
the fuel will leave behind a gummy residue that will need to be removed professionally.

Don't buy lead-replacement additives; do buy premium gas: Conventional wisdom says that the lead in leaded gasoline protected valve seats, stems, and guides, which many own-ers of pre-1976 cars try to address by using lead-replacement additives. It is
true that reced-ing valve seats were recognized as an issue with the phaseout of leaded gasoline. However, that was not due to
the absence of lead, but rather due to lower octane ratings. The Environ-mental Protection Agency's mandated shift in gasolineoctane-reporting schemes added to the confusion. Engine valves don't need any more protection than a higher grade of gasoline
provides. So-called "lead additives" are generally ineffective in boosting octane or protect-ing the valvetrain. When it's time for a
valve job, use hardened valve seats, because they will last longer and won't be damaged when you aren't able to use high-octane
gas.
There are two aspects to gasoline quality: the blend stocks and the additive package. EPA rules have minimized the variability in
blend stocks to some extent. Though the EPA only sets minimums for the deposit control additive (DCA) package, the EPA does
recog-nize superior DCA performance with the Top Tier designation for gas, which will appear on the pump. It's a pretty safe bet
that the companies that care enough about quality to spend money to achieve Top Tier are also investing in blend-stock quality as
well. Top Tier doesn't have to be expensive. Sure, you can find it at Chevron or Texaco stations, but in many markets, ARCO or
Costco gasoline can be Top Tier as well-look for it on the pump!
Fuel pumps can die, but you can save them: Carbureted cars usually have a mechanical fuel pump that uses a rubber diaphragm.
With age, the rubber loses its elasticity. This can first manifest itself in the car being very difficult to start after sitting, as the pump
has trouble filling the fuel lines and the carburetor's float bowl. Eventually the pump stops working completely. Electric fuel
pumps usually fail in a more binary way-they either work or they don't. Sometimes pumps get clogged by rust from the gas tank
that finds its way into the rest of the fuel system. In either case, the symptom is a car that starts but dies a few seconds later. The
fuel pump is usually the culprit.
Cars with internal fuel pumps in the fuel tank rely on the fuel to cool the pump. If you normally keep the tank one-quarter full or
less (which is understandable perhaps for a car not driven often), you do not have enough fuel to keep the pump cool. As the
pump ages, it becomes more susceptible to cooling-related failure, so keep the tank at least half full.

Check out our club store

Get your Hoodie with the club logo on the back. They are $30.00
for sizes M, L, XL and $35.00 for 2XL, 3XL.

These are the same hoodies we currently have with
zipper front but with the color logo on the
back. The cost will be $40.00 for M, L, XL and $45.00
for 2XL, 3XL

You can also purchase a club t-shirt for $12.00 sizes S - XL
$15.00 for 2XL or 3XL

Club carry - all bag with full color club logo. $5.00

These are embroidered with a version of the club logo. $25.00

Follow this link to get to the Store.

https://www.mvvc.net/store/

The MVVC is a Chapter of the Vintage Volkswagen Club of America
(VVWCA). Members are encouraged to also join and support the VVWCA. Membership is separate from the MVVC membership. Applications for the national club may be found at : www.vvwca.com.

Contact Information for 2021 MVVC Board & Staff
Þ President — Dan Pierce
Þ Vice President — Debra Foye
Þ Treasurer — Wayne Burling
Þ Secretary — Martin George
Þ Club Events — Merritt Scott-Collins
Þ Webmaster — Wayne Burling
Þ Newsletter Editor — Wayne Burling

dan@mvvc.net
debra@mvvc.net
wayne@mvvc.net
martin@mvvc.net
events@mvvc.net
webmaster@mvvc.net
newsletter@mvvc.net

The MVVC Newsletter Needs YOUR STORIES!
If you have an interesting, technical or simply entertaining story about your
vintage VW, PLEASE consider submitting your article to the Newsletter!
Also, if you have photos of any recent MVVC events or members, those are
appreciated as well! Remember the Newsletter is written
FOR YOU and BY YOU!

Next Newsletter Deadline is May 1, 2020.

Michigan Vintage Volkswagen Club
14122 Jackson Dr.
Plymouth, MI 48170

Newsletter copied and mailed compliments of Munk’s Motors

